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the present day, there is no question of anything of this kind.
What measure of evasion is in fact practised is a matter of
controversy. But over a wide range the device of taxation at
source stops it altogether; while over other parts of the field
the administrative machinery wielded by the Treasury is ad-
mittedly well equipped. For this country, therefore, so far
at least as what are known as the income tax paying classes
are concerned, considerations of technique and cost of col-
lection give no ground for preferring commodity taxes, which,
as we have seen, entail differentiation, to a general income tax.
§ 24. Until recently the issue was more doubtful as regards
that large part of the community which is made up of manual
wage-earners. Before the 1914-18 war it was regarded as
axiomatic that the difficulty and cost of collecting income
tax from these persons would be so great that whatever levy
it is decided to make from them must be made through com-
modity taxes. Before the Eoyal Commission on the Income
Tax, 1919, however, evidence was adduced which showed
that, by the device of quarterly (since 1925 half-yearly) assess-
ments on wages, income tax was being collected at a very
reasonable cost from a large body of weekly wage-earners.
Though, therefore, there were still difficulties and incon-
veniences to be overcome,1 it could not any longer be held
that the income tax method of levy is out of the question
for small incomes. During Hitler's war this method has been
carried much further, and, by arrangements which provide
for the tax to be collected at the time when incomes are
earned, instead of later on when they may have dwindled or
ceased, the most serious objections to it have been removed.
To grant this, however, is not to deny that technical and
administrative considerations still tend towards commodity —
and so differential — taxes as a means of collecting revenue
from very poor persons; if, indeed, it is desired to tax these
persons at all. The sort of differentiation required would,
of course, be quite different both from that suggested by
announcement considerations and from that suggested by
distributional considerations.
1 Cf. Stamp, Current Problems in Finance and Government, p. 223.

